CS 160
CS Orientation

Strings and Lists/Arrays
Odds and Ends

• Get Assignment 8 demoed!
• Assignment #9.
Python Strings vs. Lists/Arrays
Exercise #8: Strings vs. Lists

• Get into groups of 4-5.
• Write a get_input(s1, s2) that takes 2 lists/arrays of characters and alters them with user input?
2-D Array Demo...

• What is it?
• When would you use one?
Exercise #8: 2-d Arrays

• Get into groups. Answer the following.
• How would we change the gross pay program to have a 2-d array?
• How would you write get_pay_hours()? 

• Design your board setup and printing for Assignment #8/TicTacToe.
Create, Initialize, and Print Board